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Greetings From
Our Chancellor
A WORD FROM TIM CROSS
One of the things I look forward to as the warmth of spring arrives
is the chance to go boating with my family. We love spending time
on the lake enjoying the scenery and abundant, clean water so
readily available in Tennessee. A few of us have even been known to
catch a fish or two!
It is not lost on me that we can sometimes take the gifts of our
environment for granted. There is much thought, hard work, and
scientific research that goes into providing the luxury of abundant
and healthy natural resources to my family and yours. At the
Institute, our researchers work passionately on issues that improve
the environment in which we live, work, and play.
The UT Board of Trustees has approved a ten-year strategic plan
for the Institute. Titled A Decade of Excellence, this plan charges
us and provides a framework for our faculty and staff to meet the
challenges of a rapidly changing world. Culminating twelve months
of research and feedback from our faculty, staff, and stakeholders,
the plan comes at a special time as we celebrate the Institute of
Agriculture’s fiftieth anniversary and reflect upon the challenges
and impacts across that time.
Looking ahead, we have set six important goals. The people and
programs of the Institute aim to:
•
•
•
•

Drive discovery.
Expand real-life learning.
Rapidly deploy solutions.
Deliver programs that
improve lives.

• Augment and
diversify resources.
• Improve Institute
effectiveness.

These goals build on our priorities, one of which is enhancing
the biodiversity and environmental quality of our state. When it
comes to plants and animals, Tennessee is one of the most environmentally diverse states in the nation, and we want to protect this
precious asset for generations to come.
My hope is that this strategic plan will enable us to achieve our
goals through working together, integrating our strengths, and
continuing our mission to provide Real. Life. Solutions. to those we
serve. The plan will be public soon, and we encourage you to learn
more as information becomes available.
As always, we appreciate your support. In fact, it is invaluable to
the Institute as we look to the next fifty years and well beyond.
Follow me on Twitter!
@UTIAChancellor

TIM L. CROSS
Chancellor
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AROUND UTIA

A First for War Dogs
When you think of dogs on TV, HBO
may not be the first channel that comes
to mind. But 2017 saw the release of a
feature documentary from the billiondollar network titled, War Dog: A Soldier’s
Best Friend. One of the dogs highlighted
by the film was recently released after
being treated at UT’s College of
Veterinary Medicine.
After returning from abroad with her
handler, Julian McDonald, US combat dog

Layka was involved in a freak accident
involving a four-wheeler, leaving the
German shepherd’s wrist severely injured.
At UTCVM Layka became the first war dog
treated using hydrotherapy. Doctors used
an underwater treadmill with her until
she could be released and reunited with
McDonald to head home to Oklahoma.

Afghanistan and still managed to subdue
the enemy soldier, enabling US troops
to storm the building safely. The shots
ultimately led to the loss of one of her
front legs. Layka’s service and resilient
spirit was honored in the film, along with
that of other war dogs.

McDonald says Layka saved his life, and
other servicemen credit her for the same.
The decorated war dog was shot four
times with an AK-47 during a battle in
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AROUND UTIA

New Blasingame Chair
of Excellence on Board
UTIA is proud to introduce Andrew
Muhammad as the Institute’s new Blasingame Chair of Excellence in Agricultural,
Food, and Natural Resource Policy. In that
capacity, Muhammad will assist the state
and nation’s agricultural decision makers
and work to grow agricultural opportunities for both Tennessee and the region.
“My vision is to establish an infrastructure and program focused on research
and outreach activities that address the
global needs of the agricultural sector in
Tennessee and the Southeast,” Muhammad
says. “My overall aim, as chair, is to inform
decision-making by farmers, agribusinesses, and policy makers on international
trade and trade policy issues and attract
resources to improve the competitiveness
of our state and region’s agriculture in
global markets.”
Through Muhammad’s prior leadership
positions with units of the USDA Economic
Research Service and also his distinguished
record of research, he has developed a large
network of trade policy experts and forged
solid working relationships with decision
makers in the public and private sectors.
Muhammad’s research on global food
demand has been cited widely and used in
economic and global models, among them
the USDA’s baseline model. His current
research focuses on agricultural trade and
trade policy, effects of trade on developing
countries, and global food demand.
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Our “Hay Barn Man”
Lands among Nation’s
Top Ten Specialists
Known as the “Hay Barn Man” across
Tennessee, Larry Moorehead was recently
honored by Successful Farming magazine as
one of Ten Top Extension Specialists in the
country. Moorehead has served as the UT
Extension county director in Moore County
for forty years and says his office and those
like it in each of Tennessee’s ninety-five
counties “bring the university to the
farmers.” Our “Hay Barn Man” assists
producers in minimizing hay wastage using
proven data he gathered himself.

AROUND UTIA

Dicamba Stewardship
Training in Tennessee
Before Tennessee applicators can apply
low-volatile versions of dicamba herbicide in crop in 2018, they will receive
dicamba-specific training by UT Extension.
Extension’s Stewardship Training is
mandatory for all individuals applying
XtendiMax, Engenia, or FeXapan in

PHOTO: GINGER ROWSEY

Tennessee, not just the certified applicator.
“The goal of this training module is to get
everyone on the same page with regard
to dicamba practices,” says Larry Steckel,
UT Extension weed specialist and training
coordinator. “Therefore, everyone who will
be in the sprayer seat applying dicamba
will have to be trained. We must do a better
job of stewarding this technology in 2018,”
he adds.

The training will cover best management
practices for XtendiMax, Engenia, and
FeXapan, as well as changes to the 2018
federal and state label for these formulations. Because XtendiMax, Engenia, and
FeXapan are registered as restricted-use
pesticides, producers must have private
applicator certification in addition
to dicamba certification to use
these products.

Teamwork on the
Opioid Crisis

opioids. As part of the 4-H program Health
Rocks!, 4-H members in many Tennessee
counties are joining C.J. to provide these
lessons to eight- to fourteen-year-olds in
schools and at 4-H camps.

UTIA is tackling dimensions of the nation
and state’s opioid epidemic by providing
expertise to state leaders and delivering
education to both youth and adults. UT
College of Veterinary Medicine pharmacist
Terry Stevens has been appointed to
the Tennessee Commission on Pain and
Addiction Medicine Education.
In Gibson County, 4-H'er C.J. Bryson
(pictured) is teaching 4-H'ers about the
risks and reasons to avoid drugs, including

At a shelter for recovering addicts in
Madison County, Amy Elizer, UT Extension
county director and agent, is teaching
residents money management skills and
how to make sound financial decisions.
Understanding how to make them is among
the challenges recovering addicts face.
Find out more about these efforts in video
news stories at the Institute’s website,
ag.tennessee.edu.
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AROUND UTIA

Fewer than 1 percent of America’s
population can count themselves as
farmers, so this program may contribute
to answering the question, “Who will
comprise the next generation of farmers?”
As part of a national movement, the
Tennessee Beginning Farmers
Development Program (TBFD) will
provide resources and assistance to
beginning farmers, especially those who
are military personnel, veterans, and
farmers with disabilities. Funded with two
three-year awards from USDA, the TBFD
is launching in upper Middle Tennessee
and then expanding statewide.
Upper Middle Tennessee was chosen
because of its proximity to Fort Campbell.

Creating Opportunity for
Veterans to Be Farmers
Veterans might serve their country in a
new capacity, as providers of the nation's
food and fiber—and help themselves in
the process. The USDA and its partners
in Tennessee—including UT Extension,
Tennessee State University Extension,

and the Tennessee Department of Agriculture—have launched a new cooperative
program to help make the dreams of some
veterans a reality. It also may benefit other
citizens who would like to enter farming
but don't know how to start.

Field Days for Everyone

Tennessee’s burgeoning microbrewery
industry is encouraging local producers
to grow a key ingredient in beer that is
unexpected on lists of Tennessee specialty
crops. Hops add flavor and aroma to beer,
and they also can contribute to a brew’s
shelf life. They are not widely grown in
Tennessee, and a team of UT Extension
specialists has been awarded a grant to
see if that can change.

The UTIA field days are a calendar staple
for growers, producers, gardeners, and
more. Each year, UT AgResearch in cooperation with UT Extension hosts field days
and special events at ten centers across the
state. These diverse learning opportunities
enable citizens to talk directly to experts
about specific issues. Returning to the
docket this year are popular events like
Tennessee Healthy Hardwoods in May,
Fruits of the Backyard in June, and the
Turf and Ornamental Field Day in August.
October’s Northeast Beef Expo closes
the schedule in October.
This year also marks the return of the
biennial Milan No-Till Field Day and the
addition of a trio of Horse Management
Field Days, one for each region of Tennessee. Also among this year’s events are a
Butterfly Festival at the UT Arboretum in
Oak Ridge and a Beef Heifer Development
School in Lewisburg. Overall, the seventeen field days and special events of 2018
provide a vital connection between the
communities served by UTIA and the Real.
Life. Solutions. we provide.

Agriculture offers purpose and
opportunity, as well as physical and
psychological benefits. The TBFD will work
to connect the opportunity of agriculture
to Tennesseans who hope to start, develop,
and fund an agriculture-based enterprise.

Specialists from the departments of Plant
Sciences and Agricultural and Resource
Economics are joining with those of the
Center for Profitable Agriculture to work on
the project. These scientists and specialists
are evaluating necessary soil and climate
conditions to grow hops in Tennessee,
along with the demand that exists for the
ingredient among microbrewers.

Hops as a Niche Crop
for TN?

The project is funded in part by the
Tennessee Department of Agriculture.
Mike Buschermohle, interim associate dean
of UT Extension, says, “Investigating new
potential crops contributes to more vibrant
farm opportunities in our state.”

SPRING/SUMMER 2018
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AROUND UTIA

Empowering Youth
to Create Healthier
Communities
A new ten-year pilot program in Tennessee’s Meigs, Coffee, and Pickett counties
will empower 4-H youth leaders to address
and educate others on their area’s top
public health priorities. These may include
individual and community well-being,
prevention and treatment of chronic
disease, and ways to reduce health care
costs. The youth will work alongside
community members, local public health
organizations, businesses, government
entities, and nonprofit agencies in their
counties. The effort is underwritten with
a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation and supported by the National
4-H Council. Tennessee is among five
states selected to participate with funding
support from the Foundation’s $4.5 million
grant. The program’s intent is to leverage
4-H’s proven youth development model
to build a culture of health in 1,000
communities across the nation.

Drones, Accuracy, and
Crop Management
A new study by UTIA researchers evaluated
the accuracy and precision of drones
in determining plant populations of
cotton. Producers routinely assess plant
populations early in the growing season
to determine the state of their crop and
determine what management decisions
are needed to ensure an optimal harvest.
This is done most often by counting the
number of plants within a selected distance
and repeating those counts in different
locations throughout the field to find
an average.
Researchers assessed plant stands of
emerging cotton for two years using both
manual counting and images obtained
from both digital and multispectral
cameras mounted beneath a quadcopter.

A UTIA Spinoff That
Fills Gaps
Jane Chadwell is a graduate and former
employee of the UTIA Department of
Agricultural and Resource Economics.
These days you’ll find her heading a
nonprofit spinoff of the Institute that she
founded and named Gap Connections.
It’s an apt name because the agricultural
membership organization fills gaps by
serving as a clearinghouse between producers and purchasers. It also coordinates
the adoption and implementation of one
set of agricultural standards and connects
farmers with training and resources to
10
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Of the two camera systems analyzed, the
images produced from the multispectral
camera proved to have greater than 93
percent accuracy; the red, green, and blue
(RGB) images produced by the less-expensive digital camera chalked up greater than
85 percent accuracy.
“Based on initial results, the aerial imagery
provided by either RGB or multispectral
sensors may be a sufficient tool to improve
accuracy and efficiency of plant stand
assessment,” says graduate student Shawn
Butler. “The most impactful difference to
the end user in deciding a method to use
will be the cost between the two camera
systems.”

ensure compliance. Chadwell began with
a focus on the tobacco industry. Today she
sees potential for Gap Connections to serve
many other industries, as well.
In 2017, Gap Connections had 13,000
grower members in twenty states.
They include companies, Extension
partners, and nonprofits, too. Gap Connections’ many partnerships assist growers
in becoming more efficient, compliant,
and profitable while also expanding the
company’s own reach in the agricultural
industry, a reach that further serves the
organization’s members.

AS SEEN ON INSTAGRAM

@ut.fwf

@tnmagicmoments
@utiag
The snow finally arrived in Knoxville! Stay warm
and drive safely on the way home tonight!

Out with Scott Schlarbaum and his crew today
as they work on planting 700 northern red oak
seedlings in Norris. See that wide open field?
This whole thing will be planted by Thursday
morning. This research is decades in the
making as part of the UT Tree Improvement
Program! #treeimprovement #thiscouldbeyou

#Repost @brownsmillbakery
This warm weather has me dreaming of lemon
blueberry rolls!

@utcasnr
Are you interested in joining the Ambassador
program? Join us for an info session on
Tuesday, February 27th at 6:30pm in 212B
Morgan Hall. You'll have the ability to meet
current Ambassadors and ask questions about
the program. We hope to see you there!
@utcvm

@utgardensknoxville
The heavenly hellebores are budding up.
#PromiseOfSpring #UTGardens

When our Field Service goes out on these
ambulatory visits do you call it a lambulatory
visit? Sorry. That was a baaaaad pun
#feelingsheepish #tennessee

@utcasnr
We're excited to be at the Tennessee
Cattleman's Association and Tennessee
Dairy Producer's Annual Meeting today in
Murfreesboro!
@tnmagicmoments
@sgharbison

Repost @renaissancefarms

A hint of happiness on a wet morning #spring
#tnmagicmoments #flowers

Nursery on our back deck. Scottish Highland
bull calf and two lambs. Staying warm under
the heat lamp.

Use the hashtags #utiag and
#tnmagicmoments if you'd like to
appear in the next issue of LLS!
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A PRINT FOR PATCHES
by Sandra Harbison

No one knew for certain how
Patches, an endangered blackbreasted leaf turtle at Zoo
Knoxville, acquired the hole in
her face, but everyone knew it
needed to be treated.

The injury on the top of her nose went through the roof of her
mouth, making it difficult to eat and creating a constant risk of
infection. “We cleaned the wound and treated it topically and
systemically,” says Dr. Andrew Cushing, assistant professor in
zoological medicine at the UT College of Veterinary Medicine
(UTCVM). The hole wasn’t getting any bigger, but it wasn’t getting
any smaller either. “She lives in the moss and gets in the water,”
says Cushing. Food and debris would become lodged in the hole,
making it difficult for her to eat. Unfortunately, the injury wasn’t
located on an area of the body that lends itself to a traditional
skin graft.
“We had to come up with a novel solution to seal the hole longterm without causing harm for the turtle. As far as I know, no one
had used 3D printing to correct a facial defect in a reptile before,”
says Cushing.

12
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When it comes to finding solutions, veterinarians are accustomed
to thinking outside the box. Detailed images of Patches’s face were
taken on a non-human-research microimaging system at the UT
Graduate School of Medicine.
Using 3D modeling, Dr. Kyle Snowdon, assistant professor of small
animal surgery at UTCVM, transformed the CT images into a
3D-printed mask. The first prototype was attached to the turtle’s
nose with surgical glue, but food and other material were still
lodged in the hole. So, the medical team and turtle caretakers at
the zoo came up with plan B. Patches had to be able to put her head
back in her shell to see, to smell, and to be able to eat. It was time to
try a little nose bling.

almost like a cheat code, and it produces optimal results.”
This presurgical planning can also reduce surgery time, which,
in turn, reduces risks of complications.
Michael Ogle, Zoo Knoxville’s curator of herpetology and ornithology, was pleased with these benefits for Patches. “Keeping Patches
healthy and thriving is important. That way, she can continue
to be a part of the breeding population for this endangered turtle
population.”
Today, Patches is eating with ease and is on public view at the zoo.
You’ll find her easily enough. Look for the turtle with nose bling.

Using a titanium screw, Snowdon attached a new mask to the
turtle’s face, one complete with a barely visible UTCVM embossed
on it. Next, he painstakingly built a dental resin “tooth” to fill the
hard palate defect.
While Patches is the first animal at Zoo Knoxville to benefit from
3D printing, she’s not by any means the first at UTCVM. Snowdon
and Dr. Adrien Hespel, assistant professor of radiology, developed
the College’s 3D printing lab over the past year. The duo creates
models of cats and dogs and have even created teaching models of
horses, cows, llamas, bears, and more.
In addition to prosthetics and teaching models, the doctors use
3D printing to make custom instruments and guides for surgery,
as well as models for research. Snowdon says the chief use of 3D
printing is to plan patient surgeries. “Printing patient-specific
models allows us to perfect techniques prior to the real thing. It’s

SPRING/SUMMER 2018
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WHERE
SUSTAINABILITY
BEGINS
The Department of Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries is where
sustainability begins. Here, outdoor classrooms are the norm
and hands-on learning is a way of life.
Whether we are improving timber harvest methods or
restoring native fish species to our rivers, our research and
Extension work make our world a better, more enjoyable place.
Learn about our solutions to challenges in natural resource
management, conservation, and sustainability.

Visit us at fwf.tennessee.edu

14
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BRIGHTER
& LIGHTER

Our footprints upon planet Earth can be
heavy or light. Simple choices we make will
lighten ours and even bring the potential
for positive global change.
by Margeaux Emery

SPRING/SUMMER 2018
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Search the definitions of sustainability in
Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, and you’ll
find phrases like “sustainable techniques,”
“sustainable agriculture,” and “sustainable
society.” Perhaps most pertinently to
agriculture is “of, relating to, or being a
method of harvesting or using a resource
so that the resource is not depleted or
permanently damaged.”

E

ach of these descriptions can seem
broad and focused on collective action,
not our own. Yet sometimes even the
smallest of decisions we make in a day can
ripple into larger environmental effects.
That connection of actions to natural
resource consequences is one farmers
know well. They are, in fact, among the
most committed stewards of our natural
resources. For one, they have to be, because
the very viability of their operations
depends upon them. For many, there is also

16
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an abiding love of the land and of nature
and an appreciation of how these resources
sustain us all. Reflection and consideration
of how our own actions affect the environment is a thread that unites the UTIA
community, and sometimes the ways they
define sustainability are surprising. Join
us in exploring the steps our members are
taking toward greater stewardship of the
environment. Perhaps you will find some
you’d like to take, too.

UTIA partner Jim Powell has a vision
to transform the beef industry for
future generations through the use
of state-of-the-art reproductive
technologies and genomic testing,
like those in use at Powell Farms.

WHERE’S THE BEEF?
Scientists in the new UTIA Sustainable
Beef Initiative aim to help Tennessee
cattle producers use improved genomics,
reproduction, nutrition, health, and
agronomic practices. As part of the UT Beef
and Forage Center, their work will improve
the sustainability of Tennessee’s beef
production and the family farms that are
part of it.
Center director Gary Bates is quick to
say this definition of sustainability is
not the same as organic. “When we
say sustainable, we mean an efficient,
economically profitable operation and
one where there is strong environmental
stewardship.” A fundamental goal is
to provide research-based information
both to producers and the public on how
that production occurs, and so is using

management tools to develop cattle with
maximum health and growth traits, and
optimizing uses of forage.
Wonder how you fit in? Initiative outcomes
include sustaining a system that feeds us,
one that includes many family farms in
Tennessee and the agricultural land they
preserve. It’s to provide safe, low-cost, and
high-quality meat and protein to you and
me at the grocery store. It’s to position the
beef industry to provide a viable protein
source to the world’s surging population
projected to be 9.8 billion people in 2050.
Sustainably supporting a population of that
size is a challenge for us and will be for the
next generation.
As cattle producers work to grow sustainability, CASNR’s construction science
students are preparing to build it. The
construction science concentration is in

high demand by students and industry
alike. Students in the concentration
learn modern construction methods and
materials—ones they may educate others
about as professionals in their field. Green
construction materials and methods are
among the applications they learn. Use of
permeable concrete that allows water to
percolate underground is an example, and
so are designs for environmentally friendly
structures like wildlife-sensitive bridges.
Another example closer to our lives is
interior flooring. Use of polished concrete
avoids the manufacture and emissions of
linoleum, pads, and rugs. All are building
blocks for a more sustainable environment.
Hear UTIA's Gary Bates talk more about the
Sustainable Beef Initiative on the TN Magic
Moments podcast: tiny.utk.edu/sbipodcast

SPRING/SUMMER 2018
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LIVING THE TALK, AND
GROWING IT, TOO
Our personal choices connect us to soil,
water, and air resources in ways that
become our own, individual footprints
on the environment. And becoming more
conscious of those choices we make during
a day can offer us clues about how to reduce
the impacts we have.
Jennifer Millsaps knows this well. In the
past few years, this junior forestry major
says she’s adopted habits she sees as better
for the environment. She’s made changes
in her diet for greater sustainability.
She’s encouraging friends to join her in
carpooling to a movie or other outing,
and she no longer runs her car to charge
her phone or for extended periods to stay
warm. And she limits showers and
shower time.
“It can be harder to think of the benefits
when all I want to do is take a nice long
shower when it’s cold outside, but it is
wasteful because not everyone has access
to water like I do, and it is not an infinite
resource,” Millsaps says. “Changes [like
this] take some time getting used to, so it’s
just been about adjusting myself to them,
and sometimes I think it takes longer to
think about making a change than to just
decide to do it.”
She hopes those changes can add up to a
larger effect when others become aware of
them and adopt them, too.
The small steps Millsaps makes in conserving water are reflected in larger scale
science underway in Jackson, Tennessee,
at the West Tennessee AgResearch and
Education Center. Current studies focus on
increasing drought tolerance in row crops.
Some, like the research of crop physiologist
Avat Shekoofa search for specific traits
within plants to lessen the water they lose
through their tissue: the process called
transpiration. Scientists are making progress identifying the traits. The next steps
will be to develop commodity varieties that
possess them.
Back in Knoxville, water is part of the
picture for agricultural economist Chris
Clark. Waterfall effects, to be precise, as
he makes progress on a new goal to cycle

18
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“Sometimes I
think it takes
longer to think
about making
a change than
to just decide
to do it."
Jennifer Millsaps

to work year-round. Early on workday
mornings, he glides up to Morgan Hall, clad
in his bicyclist gear of stretchy Lycra and
protective helmet. He says he’s pleased on
mornings when he sees a number of other
cyclists also commuting. For him, biking is
not so much about keeping his car off the
road. “It’s about fitness,” Clark says.

“I also feel good supporting the community
infrastructure for cycling.” In Knoxville,
the infrastructure he uses includes a
growing network of greenways and the
steady addition of bike-friendly zones on
roads. These resources when added to
others, Clark says, will improve Knoxville’s
overall sustainability.

Enjoyment of nature, as well as
how to be stewards to conserve
it, are integral to STEM learning
at the Ridley 4-H Center in
Columbia, Tennessee.

Other cities and small towns are incorporating resources as they transform into
Smart Communities. Smart community
initiatives (SCI) aim to be more efficient
in using the assets of a community’s
specific area to benefit citizens and the
environment. College of Agricultural
Sciences and Natural Resources students
and faculty alike have participated in SCI
outreach. Professor Bill Park, Department
of Agricultural and Resource Economics,
has seen how students benefit through
opportunities to apply their classroom
learning to real-life solutions. In the
project he oversaw, students joined with
the City of Pikeville, Tennessee, to explore
the feasibility of a farmers market.
Students in the landscape architecture
program directed by associate professor
Brad Collett have been intensely involved
in SCI projects. The latest is evaluating
and assisting in the creation of a river
walkway long enough to link communities
and capable of boosting the economic

and environmental sustainability of the
communities it spans.
“Outreach like this demonstrates how
everyone can benefit,” Park says. “Our
students gain experience, and communities
receive expertise and knowledge on issues
that can assist them. I hope and think we’ll
see more of them.”
While these projects involve college
students, through UT Extension's 4-H
Youth Development Program, education
about sustainability starts even earlier.
From the fourth grade through their senior
year, Tennessee 4-H’ers engage in projects
that enable them to learn about the
environment and how to care for it. In fact,
serving as stewards of our natural resources is among the four H’s they pledge: “My
health to better living, for my club, my
community, my country, and my world.”
Through hands-on experiences in science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM)
and by volunteering for projects like
community cleanups, the youth discover
how to make wise choices that improve the
planet’s sustainability and how they, as
individuals, are a crucial part of it.

IT’S EASY BEING GREEN
Dr. Linden Craig is a pathologist with
the UT College of Veterinary Medicine.
She’s also an ace recycler. What else can
be said of a professor who composts the
paper towels she dries her hands on
and the fruit scraps her colleagues
bring her. Craig and others on campus
offer these tips to live greener.
• Join Craig by learning to compost.
• Have bills and statements
delivered electronically.
• Bring reusable shopping bags.
• Buy in bulk and select products that
have minimal packaging.
• Use efficient Energy Star appliances.
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TREES FOR THE FUTURE,
SUSTAINABILITY FOR US
In February, UT students and community
residents gathered with specialists from
two federal agencies and one state agency
to plant 700 trees on land at Norris Lake.
The trees planted that day are a result of
selections of superior trees for Tennessee
landscapes by TVA geneticists five decades
ago and then continued through the UTIA
Tree Improvement Program. The tree
planters that day showed how they value
planting for the future. The plantings
themselves signal the revival of a research
project that will join UTIA scientists, who
represent UT’s land-grant mission, with
partners at the Tennessee Department of
Forestry, TVA, and the US Forest Service.

Sustaining trees and forests is at the
heart of the Tree Improvement Program.
Director Scott Schlarbaum and his team of
students and technicians have produced
one to two million seedlings across the
past twenty-plus years. Many were used for
research, with the best, carrying improved
traits, planted in Tennessee forests, private
lands, and homeowners’ yards. Schlarbaum
says he considers trees a lot of investment
up front and a long time to fruition, yet
they will make forests more productive for
everyone—from recreation and wildlife to
the products we depend on that directly
affect our lives.
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At the UTIA Center for Renewable
Carbon, Adam Taylor explores the environmental impacts of trees from a different
perspective, their use as wood products.
If you’re eyeing a renovation to your home
or working with a developer to build a new
one, consider the environmental impacts
of the materials you select. Choices often
include steel or composites, such as plastic
decking boards for outside, or tile or vinyl
for your floors. Taylor advises choose wood
instead.
As a wood products scientist, Taylor
has quantified data that measure the
environmental impacts of wood products
and their alternatives in life cycle inventories (LCI). His inventories are used globally
to assist policy makers, specifiers, and code
officials select products that have the best
environmental profile.
“Trees harness solar power to provide a
renewable material—wood. In turn, it
doesn’t require much additional energy to
process into an amazing range of useful
products. And after use, the wood can
be recycled into other products, burned
to provide energy, or composted. It’s a
renewable carbon cycle that sustains the
environment and ultimately ourselves
when we use it.”
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GROUND FOR OPTIMISM—
FORESTS AND LAKES, TOO
You’ll find environment-minded students
enrolled in a new restoration and conservation science concentration offered
by the Department of Forestry, Wildlife
and Fisheries. Begun with leadership by
forestry professor Jennifer Franklin, the
program is designed to prepare students
to evaluate terrestrial ecosystems, sustain
healthy ones, and reclaim or restore those
that are degraded. The study track draws
students from other states, Kentucky and
Maryland are among them, along with
Tennesseans, all of whom are here to learn
how to use forestry to conserve and restore
our natural resources, as well as enhance
areas for wildlife and recreation. Millsaps,
the junior forestry major who walks the
talk, was a transfer student drawn to this
concentration because of its potential
for her career. Russell Fulcher saw that
potential for his career, too.
Fulcher is the first graduate of the restoration and conservation concentration.
He immediately found a professional
internship after completing his degree,
joining AmeriCorps to assist in conducting
vegetation mapping inside the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park. His mapping

As a student, Russell Fulcher,
center with yellow helmet, learned
the principles of restoration and
conservation. Today he applies
them in biodiversity surveys and
GIS-map making to assist others in
field research.

consisted of documenting every plant
growing in a 40-meter radius of specific
GPS coordinates. If he didn’t know what
a plant was, he was expected to find out.
That internship is behind him, and today
Fulcher makes maps and manages GIS data
to assist others working in the field.
“All I’ve heard from working in the Smokies
is how bad the air quality used to be, and it
has been a slow, steady improvement as we
have made changes to energy generation
and other factors that have resulted in
cleaner air. I’ve also seen the energy put in
by park personnel full time, forty hours a
week, in spraying hemlock woolly adelgids,
in pulling invasive species, and spraying
invasive plants.”
Fulcher says, “Seeing those activities and
how people are so engaged in them makes
me feel good and also hopeful for the
future. I certainly hope I get to see some
improvement in my lifetime. I think there
are lots of things bringing us closer to
living more sustainably.”

“Our faculty work to facilitate
wise uses of environmental
resources, and the aims of their
programs are examples of how
there is not one magic bullet
solution to sustainability.
Instead, it’s more like a quilt,
with every piece important.”
Julie Carrier, professor and head of the Department
of Biosystems Engineering & Soil Science

Julie Carrier sees that, too. “When I was
a kid growing up in Quebec, the Great
Lakes were so polluted, and look how clear
they are now. In those years, cars were
getting six miles per gallon on leaded fuel.
Consider the mileage we’re achieving today
and on cleaner fuels,” she says. “These are
some of the advances we’re seeing in technology and the environment, but at present
these solutions are not well-connected.
We need to come together and integrate
our processes.”
As Carrier marks her first year as head
of the Department of Biosystems Engineering and Soil Science (BESS), she sees how
addressing environmental impacts and
finding ways to improve them is part
of each faculty member’s research, teaching, and outreach through Extension.
The span of the work is impressive:
Reducing our carbon footprint. Improving
the micro degradation of bioplastics used
in farming. Aiding row crop farmers’
adoption of precision agriculture methods.
Even gasifying used pallets, tire chips,
and solids from the City of Lebanon’s
wastewater treatment plant to provide up
to 60 percent of the wastewater treatment’s
energy needs. There are many other efforts
also underway in the department.
“Our faculty work to facilitate wiser uses
of environmental resources,” Carrier says.
“And the aims of their programs are examples of how there is not one magic bullet
solution to sustainability. Instead, it’s more
like a quilt, with every piece important.”

And that quilt connects to us. We all like
our creature comforts. We like our devices,
yet we need to be as nimble as we can, as
smart as we can, in our use of environmental resources and understand how impacts
upon the environment come down even to
decisions on how we conduct our lives.
For Carrier, it’s the desire to add solar
panels to her southern exposure roof and
batteries to store their energy. To have
an electric car to take her the four miles
she drives to work, yet also able to handle
cross-country trips home to Canada.
At present, high costs and current technology hamper these goals. Nevertheless,
it’s important to think of goals like this,
of ideas we are working today to solve
and others to address ahead that could be
transformative.

THE HITCHHIKERS OF
WORLD TRADE
Riding aboard pallets that bring us goods
from overseas and even traveling aloft
in airplane cargo are exotic invasives.
The term applies to both insect pests and
plant pathogens, ones the US may have no
natural defenses against. While wood
can be a culprit in their global spread,
so can we.
In a lab on campus housed in the modernistic Plant Biotechnology Building, the
exotic invasive that holds Amy Michael’s
attention is Megacopta cribraria, the kudzu
bug. The second-year master’s student

studies its ecology and biological control.
A kudzu bug sounds appealing, doesn’t it?
After all, what could be better than a bug
that preys upon the fast-growing vine that
is the bane of the South. Unfortunately,
the insect also has a voracious appetite for
soybeans, one of America’s most important
sources of animal feed, human food, and
industrial applications.
Across the state in the production fields
that stretch broadly around the West
Tennessee city of Jackson, integrated pest
management (IPM) specialist Scott Stewart
guides soybean producers on how to scout
for the bugs. The insects have now been
found in every soybean-producing county
in the state, and no wonder. Kudzu bugs
are good fliers and can easily migrate to
other fields, even ones not located near a
kudzu patch. Last year, the insects cost
Tennessee producers an estimated $1.5
million in treatment and losses.
“Just as we’ve seen with the kudzu bug,”
Michael says, “the thing about invasive
species is that normally they come over
unintentionally, aided by humans.
They can't get here on their own.
So, the more we travel, the more we
move around the world, the more invasive
species we accidentally bring with us.”
Michael connects one factor’s dots directly
to our food preferences.
“We’ve had a growing appetite for food
that is not necessarily available yearround. One of the biggest things you can
do is eat seasonally and buy locally.
That will help grow your local economy as
well as make sure you’re not moving pests
around accidentally... and [also] support
local growers."

Watch an interview with UTIA's Scott
Stewart about his kudzu bug research at
tiny.utk.edu/kudzubug
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GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
Alumnus Carson Bone enjoys eating pizza
so much that he makes his own dough at
home to hold his veggie toppings. As he
kneads the dough, he pushes and folds in a
special ingredient, a high-protein powder.
That protein? Crickets.
Using powder made of processed and
ground crickets has become second nature
for this Biosystems Engineering graduate
(BS ’13). Bone is copartner of Urban Valley
Farms, a pilot-scale plant whose current
product is cricket powder intended for
human consumption. In February, Bone
was waiting to see if a promising venture
with a company interested in using all of
Urban Valley’s product panned out.
The company’s intended use is food.
Bone says the powder is ideal for protein
bars and protein shakes. Chips are in early
stages of rollout now, and so is pasta.
While the powder, Bone says, has a nutty,
somewhat shrimpy flavor—crustaceans are
cricket relatives—he foresees it as a protein
source, with no noticeable taste, for the
world’s surging population. Summing up
the low-input, high-output product, Bone
uses the word “sustainable.”
“In the US, most people don’t think of
consuming insects, and why would you
even want to when we’re perfectly fine
eating what we have and producing
traditional protein. We have the energy
and resources to produce them. Other
countries in the world have to be craftier
for protein, and insects are already among
their resources in Southeast Asia, South
America, and elsewhere.”
Making food more widely available to
these and other developing areas, and
creating sustainable ways to produce it,
is the central purpose of the UTIA Smith
International Center.
A recent example is work in Cambodia to
foster better utilization of a plant called
climbing wattle, Acacia pennata and in
Khmer, “Sa Om.” This thorny plant can
function as a living fence to keep cattle
out of fields with high-value crops. It can
stabilize soils, can withstand drought,
and, as impressively, be a valuable food
supply. Sa Om has high levels of vitamin A,
a particularly useful nutrient to growing
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Expanding access and production
of appealing, nutritious foods is one
impact the Smith Center is working
toward in low-income countries.
Here, Cambodians prepare a meal
using vegetables they grew through
enhanced methods achieved by
Center outreach.

children. A team from the Center, present
for an in-country evaluation in January,
even dined upon “Sa-Omelets” over
lunch during a workshop in Battambang,
Cambodia.
Sa Om illustrates the plant and animal
species the Center is working to advance:
ones that possess multiple uses and offer
many connected benefits—a potential to
provide more and higher quality nutrition,
and to create opportunities for households
and communities to produce, consume or
use, and sell the products. Through those,

the Center is striving to develop infrastructure to sustainably grow and maintain
these resources for their communities and
societies.
The Center’s work is to create food security
in sustainable ways for a growing world.
So is Bone’s cricket powder, and the
outcomes of the Sustainable Beef Initiative.
Fulcher sees positives in our environmental impacts and hopes to grow them
in his career. Millsaps offers inspiration
for our own lives, and people who plant
trees invest in our future, a future whose
achievements Carrier would like to see.
At UTIA, starting with young 4-H
learners through our college students to
adults like you and me, we have opportunities to create greater sustainability.
Acting on them lightens our footsteps
on the land with each step taking us to a
better tomorrow.

–Sue Hamilton, director of the UT Gardens
& associate professor of plant sciences

Join Sue Hamilton by investing
in UTIA. Give today.

ADVANCEUTIA.COM
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A UNIVERSITY OF PURPOSE, A GARDEN OF
BEAUTY & LEARNING ALL AROUND
by Lauren Vath

T

here are some who believe a university
like the University of Tennessee
is made of bricks and mortar. Others more
deeply perceive it as the fusion of questioning minds and intellect, of learning
and application. Yet, even within this
definition, there is room for a bit of green,
yellow, pale pink, deep purple, and
earthy brown.
And it’s a beautiful thing.
The UT Gardens in Knoxville—part of the
State Botanical Garden of Tennessee—is an
oasis among a sea of buildings and brick,
even green spaces.
You may have passed the UT Gardens
along Neyland Drive a thousand times as a
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student, as a game day spectator, or simply
as a Knoxville resident. From the road its
trees, shrubs, and glimpses of herbaceous
plants are merely a break in the landscape.
But turn onto Joe Johnson Drive, left at
the UT College of Veterinary Medicine to
the far end of the parking lot, and you will
discover an ecosystem all its own.
“We live in a pretty extraordinary world,”
says Jacklyn Lane with the Knoxville
Garden Club, “and a gardener gets closer
to it.”
Lane is not directly affiliated with the UT
Gardens. All the same, this place of beauty
exists partly because of the legacy left by
her gardening forbears in the Knoxville
gardening community, particularly in

the Knoxville Garden Club. They are the
ones who understood a dogwood tree is
not simply a tree, but rather a reason to
celebrate.
The UT Gardens is indeed a celebration of
beauty and also a library or living museum
of genus, species, variety trials, and
demonstrations of local flora. The landscape is an outdoor laboratory, exploring,
researching, and testing. Community
members find its rich acres a place of
outreach, cultural destination, and a lovely
spot for lunch.
Late April last year, the annual UT Gardens
Gala gave tribute to the seeds planted from
previous generations that bloomed into its
current floral display. The Gala, themed

“Garden Legends: Rooted in Tradition,”
was a celebration of the aesthetics,
fragrance, and general beauty in addition
to the loftier ideals of teaching, research,
and outreach.
Another Knoxville Garden Club member
being honored at the night’s festivities
captured the simplicity of what makes a
garden special. “I just enjoy nature,” Sis
Mitchell says. “I enjoy the beauty of it.”
Sue Hamilton, director of the UT Gardens,
believes that beauty has power to heal.
“I really believe that we all have an innate
desire to connect with nature and especially plants, and there are so many benefits,
including to our health,” says Hamilton.
The mission of the UT Gardens is to
connect as many people in the Knoxville
community and beyond to the Gardens.
Its annual gala is an opportunity for the
community to both celebrate its successes
and to financially support its work and
impacts ahead. More than $100,000
from the evening’s festivity will ensure
horticulture therapy, research, and simple
propagation and pruning will continue well
into the future.
That evening one longtime supporter of
the UT Gardens was not present. His gift
was already given and his legacy was under
construction.

Henry Whiting McIlwaine Jr. is both
protégé and guide in this gardening tale.
Across decades, he was connected both
to the gardening legends of the Knoxville
Garden Club and to the future of the
UT Gardens.
McIlwaine’s father, Henry Whiting
McIlwaine Sr., was instrumental in the creation of the first dogwood trail in Knoxville
in 1955, and his parents’ home was along
the trail’s first route through Sequoyah
Hills. The younger McIlwaine later created
his own garden destination for Dogwood
Trail goers and garden enthusiasts alike
with cascading blooms and a forty-foot
waterfall feature. Many flowers were
transplanted from his parents’ Towanda
Trail residence. McIlwaine understood the
beauty of gardens brings people together.
For twenty-five years, he served as a
Tennessee Extension Master Gardener
and gave of his horticultural knowledge
to others. Later, when age dictated that he
relinquish his own personal oasis and set
down his pruning shears, the UT Gardens
became even more important in his life.
Like so many who cannot create their own
botanical retreat, the UT Gardens became
his garden away from home. McIlwaine’s
final contribution to the gardening community fittingly made possible a pavilion
to welcome the public to engage with and
enjoy the UT Gardens.

The McIlwaine Friendship
Pavilion and Outdoor Classroom
is available for weddings and
other functions. Funds from the
late Henry W. McIlwaine Jr., the
Friends of the UT Gardens, and
classroom improvement support
funds from the dean of the UT
College of Agricultural Sciences
and Natural Resources made the
structure possible.

McIlwaine passed away in April 2017,
the same month as the UT Gardens Gala.
However, his legacy will be celebrated this
year. The McIlwaine Friendship Pavilion
and Outdoor Classroom’s public opening
is this spring, mere hours before the sixth
annual UT Gardens Gala.
The pavilion is welcome to everyone to
take shelter. Come enjoy the beauty of
nature, plants, flowers. Celebrate young
love with tulle wrapped in its rafters
and rice scattered on the floor. Learn the
science behind photosynthesis while the
sun demonstrates its lifegiving power just
beyond the shade of the structure.
Simply unwrap your sandwich, sit, and
enjoy a picnic and peace. Answer yes to
the invitation and legacy of one man
who stands on the shoulders of those
before him. Even if all you ever receive
from the experience is appreciation of an
afternoon of beauty among blush pink
flowers blooming beside a university of
bricks and mortar.
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WHY I

When I was growing up, my father never
hesitated to stress the importance of a good
education. He always liked to remind me
that a good education can take you a lot of
places—whether professionally, personally, or
geographically. It stuck with me, and I have
been somewhat of a professional student for
a while and even recently finished a master’s
degree, for fun.
I try to share this love and enthusiasm for
learning with the students I teach. I also try
my best to increase access to education whether it be by making a massive, open-access,
online course (MOOC) available for free to
thousands globally, providing online courses
for students out of town for the summer, or
teaching in foreign countries. Each of these
increases the availability of knowledge to
students who might not otherwise be able to
tap into a resource.
If an individual focuses, works hard, and
makes their own luck, they certainly have
a better chance of improving their circumstances than relying on chance alone.
While money rules many aspects of our world
today, I truly feel that education can be a bit
of an equalizer in some aspects. That is why
I stress the importance of a good education;
maybe it’s V2.0 of my father’s advice I share
with my students.
–Dr. Marcy Souza, associate professor and
director of veterinary public health and outreach,
UTCVM Department of Biomedical &
Diagnostic Sciences
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1. The antics of my two (not so white)
Great Pyrenees pups, Juno and
Janus, make me laugh as they keep
our goats company.
2. I’m fortunate to now call East
Tennessee home and enjoyed my
front row seat as the supermoon was
setting on a very cold morning this
past January.

7

3. What could be better than enjoying
the fruits of labor?
4. Each fall, I’m overtaken by a
“can do” attitude.
5. The world is my classroom.
Here I’m “going to school” in the
Galapagos Islands.

7. Ady, the awesome, sometimes
neurotic dog, reminds me we don’t
have to be perfect to be perfect.
8. Function over fashion! Biking to
work helps me prepare my mind for
the day.

6. My father remains an inspiration in
my life.
SPRING
/ SUMMER 2017
SPRING/SUMMER
2018
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SOUND
SOLUTIONS

PODCASTS COMBINE LEARNING, AGRI-TAINMENT
by Lauren Vath

Did you know UTIA has not
only one podcast, but two?

In case you have missed this year’s episodes, we
have chosen a few of our favorites to get you started.
Whether you want just an overview of what is
happening at the Institute (AgCast) or to dig deeper
into an agriculture-related topic (TN Magic Moments),
we have all your listening wants covered. Be sure to
subscribe so you never miss an episode!
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TN MAGIC MOMENTS

Gingham Dresses in
a Levis World
Summer means ice cream. For Colleen
Cruze Bhatti, that ice cream is slowchurned and freshly milked from her
family's Knoxville dairy farm. While Cruze
Farm and Bhatti have won acclaim for their
delicious ice cream and buttermilk, Bhatti
has scooped up some serious empowerment
for women pursuing careers in agriculture.
We sat down with this farm girl to find
out her personal journey in farming. She
dished a bit about Cruze Farm's pop-up ice
cream shop in downtown Knoxville, as well.
Summer 2018, like last summer, is all about
the slow churn. Listen now.
tiny.utk.edu/cruzefarmpodcast

Chatting with
Mahasti Vafaie
You probably know the restaurant.
The Tomato Head has been a staple of the
Knoxville downtown restaurant scene for
more than twenty-five years. However, do
you know how the restaurant has shaped
the way Knoxvillians dine? We sat down
with founder Mahasti Vafaie to talk food
and how Knoxville's growing local ag scene
has impacted restaurants. And, find out
about Mahasti's newest culinary venture
and what is in store for a growing North
Knox neighborhood!
tiny.utk.edu/tomatoheadpodcast

Cul2vate Nutrition and
a Brighter Future
Food is all about nourishment. Outside the
Ellington Agricultural Center in Middle
Tennessee, a farm is doing its best to both
nourish the hungry and sustain those with
different employment needs. Joey Lankford

AGCAST

began his agriculture ministry in South
Africa following the call of Matthew 25:35
to feed the hungry. Five years later, he
returned to serve neighbors here. Cul2vate
engages poverty by delivering nutrition
to the hungry and providing full-time
employment for farmers who need business
skills training. The Tennessee Department
of Agriculture's Samantha Jean spoke with
Lankford to discover how Cul2vate is using
agriculture to break the generational cycle
of poverty.
tiny.utk.edu/cul2vatepodcast

Sustainable Beef Initiative
So you care about the environment and
how your food is produced. Do farmers and
ranchers share your desire for sustainability? Indeed, they do. The UT Institute of
Agriculture is launching a Sustainable Beef
Initiative to make it easier for producers
and consumers to make sustainable
decisions. How will the Sustainable Beef
Initiative create a better world from farm
to table? We sat down with Gary Bates from
the UT Beef and Forage Center to find out.
tiny.utk.edu/sbipodcast

Dicamba
Farmers in Tennessee and across the
Southeast are hearing about crop
damage caused by the herbicide dicamba.
The UT Institute of Agriculture is
working to educate them about dicamba
and perhaps limit any harmful impacts.
tiny.utk.edu/dicambapodcast

Appalachian Bear Study
A researcher with the Department of
Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries is leading a
collaborative regional study on black bear
populations. Find out about the specialized
methodology of this program, the data
being gathered, and why this work is
important for many different species.
tiny.utk.edu/bearstudypodcast

UTIA CASNR Veterans
More than a few students in UTIA’s
College of Agricultural Sciences and
Natural Resources are military veterans.
Charles Denney introduces us to Brent
Bennae, an Iraq and Afghanistan veteran
who is now pursuing a degree in the
Department of Animal Science.
tiny.utk.edu/casnrveteranspodcast

Farm Theater
Raising the curtain on agriculture.
That's not a combination you hear often:
farming and theater. Yet some Tennessee
producers are taking to the stage as actors
to tell others about their profession, both
the good and the bad.
tiny.utk.edu/farmtheaterpodcast
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Lameness exams in a full-sized indoor arena, running in the
underwater treadmill, chilling in the saltwater spa to reduce
swelling and inflammation, heat therapy in the solarium.
No, this isn’t a luxury spa for humans. It’s the Equine
Performance and Rehabilitation Center (EPRC) at the
UT College of Veterinary Medicine.
With complementary therapies that include hyperbaric oxygen
therapy, regenerative medicine, acupuncture, and chiropractic,
the EPRC is one of the world’s most comprehensive centers
for the diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation of horses.
That's something we’re very proud of, and that's straight from
the horse’s mouth.

For more information about CVM,
visit vetmed.tennessee.edu
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by Beth Hall and Abby Gass

Miami’s go-to veterinarian has sea turtles and small animals as patients, and the occasional
hurricane passing by the door. For a former Forestry student, all talks lead to trees; they’re even the
heroes of books he now writes. Meet Dr. Steve Woodby and Jim Cortese.
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GREAT GRADS

“IF IT’LL FIT THROUGH
THE FRONT DOOR, WE’LL
TREAT IT.”
That’s the motto Dr. Steve Woodby (BS
animal science, ’77, DVM ’81) says has
guided his veterinary practice for more
than thirty-five years. Whether it’s a
sea turtle, a small companion animal, or
something in between, Woodby is Miami’s
go-to veterinarian.
Although Woodby started out with a
large-animal focus in East Tennessee, cold
temperatures sent him south and not just
for the winter. He opened Calusa Crossing
Animal Hospital in Miami in 1989, and has
enjoyed great staff and faithful clients
ever since.
The warmer weather has not diminished
his love of Tennessee, though. President
of the agricultural-related fraternity
Alpha Gamma Rho in 1977 and part of the
Livestock Judging Team as a UT senior,
Woodby says he has fond memories of
his time on campus and misses his roots.
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Of living in Miami, he explains, “It’s like
all the people from the South who have
moved here gravitate to the same places
. . . whether that’s me, as a vet, or a good
restaurant that dishes up home-cooked
favorites. But there’s nothing like the
people of Tennessee.”
The son of a tenant farmer, Woodby was
raised in East Tennessee, and he recalls
the exact moment, at the ripe old age of
six, when he decided to become a vet.
“I remember watching a necropsy being
done on a hay wagon under a shade tree
of a heifer that had died suddenly, and I
thought, ‘I want to do that someday.’
And now, I have the perfect job.”
Outside of his practice, Woodby enjoys real
estate and renovating older properties.
That renovation experience and Woodby’s
volunteer spirit both came in hand last
fall. While Miami was mostly spared by
Hurricane Irma, the storm laid waste to
much of the Keys, destroying homes
and leaving people desperate for aid.
Woodby helped in an organized clean-up
effort by his church with 500 volunteers

working in twenty- to thirty-member
teams. “In one day we helped as many
people as possible clean up and restore
what we could. Some folks needed all the
help we could give them, while others were
elderly and unable to complete any of the
work themselves,” Woodby says. “It’s a
very diverse city, and it was amazing to
watch the community rise up together to
help. People set aside their differences to
show support to their neighbors in their
time of need.”
Whether helping to restore homes after a
disaster or treating animals at his clinic,
Woodby is known to be kind and compassionate. In fact, his clients voted him “Best
Veterinarian of 2015” in the Miami New
Times’ annual readership poll. So, while
today’s climate and locale may be
different for Woodby, his volunteer spirit
is undeniable. – Beth Hall

GREAT GRADS

FROM ARBORIST TO
AUTHOR, FOR THIS ALUM,
IT’S ALL ABOUT TREES
Think of a tree, and thoughts of leaves,
birds, and oxygen may come to mind.
Jim Cortese thinks of so much more.
For this forestry grad (BS forestry, wildlife
and fisheries ’76), trees—and Tennessee
ones, at that—have been at the center of
two successful businesses, decades of work
spent sustaining this most green of natural
resources, and now heroes of the books he’s
begun writing. Cortese is all about trees.
Cortese says, “Most people who major in
forestry want to work for the Division of
Forestry, US Forest Service, or an area like
that not necessarily in Tennessee.”
He decided on a different path after his
father introduced him to Nat Dunn, a
horticulturalist in Memphis who injected
trees and appraised their dollar values.
“It’s all my father’s fault,” Cortese says.

The meeting with Dunn ignited his passion
for tree injecting and tree appraisal.
After Cortese finished his degree, he took
what he had learned from Dunn and others
and founded Cortese Tree Specialists.
Six weeks later, he followed with a second
business, TIPCO. Through them, he
became the first urban forester and arborist
in Tennessee, and one, indeed, with a wide
reputation for his work. This rewarding
career led him to want to give back to UT
students majoring in urban forestry.
So, he worked with UTIA Advancement
to create the Cortese Urban Forestry
Endowed Scholarship.
“It has always been in the back of my mind
[to start a scholarship],” says this pioneer
of his field. The one bearing his name will
be awarded to a successful UT student
majoring in forestry and headed down
Cortese’s own path, with interest in urban
forestry and becoming an arborist.
Still running TIPCO, Cortese recently
decided to add author to his résumé.
His father was a well-known journalist in
Memphis, and the love of writing passed

from father to son. Cortese’s first book is
called John Muir Climbs a Tree and Other
Tree Tales.
This mythology features tree stories
Cortese collected over the years. It’s one of
a kind, he says, because there are no other
published collections of stories where a
tree is the main character or protagonist,
and that's why he’s excited to contribute
it. Look for the book in stores this fall—by
September 27, in fact. That's the date of
Johnny Appleseed's birthday.
Next on Cortese’s agenda are two more
books to be published within the next few
years, with one being a compendium of
tree jokes. Reflecting on his life, Cortese
credits UT for giving him the skills to be
an arborist and also an author. With them,
he has met success in both endeavors.
– Abby Gass

If you’re interested in joining Cortese in
support of the endowed scholarship for
urban forestry students, please visit
AdvanceUTIA.com/Cortese.
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KEEPING PROMISES
A LOOK AT HOW UTIA WAS FOUNDED
by Lisa Stearns and Kirche Rogers
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Snapshots of History—On the
facing page, our Knoxville campus
in 1994. This page, left, are
McCord Hall and the dairy industry
buildings in 1949. To the right is
Morgan Hall in 1921 and an aerial
photo taken in 1961.

S

ince its beginning fifty years ago, the
University of Tennessee Institute of
Agriculture has kept its promise to provide
Real. Life. Solutions. to Tennesseans
and beyond. This year we celebrate this
significant milestone in the history of the
UT System.
In 1968 UT was thriving both in enrollment
and the number of its degree-granting
campuses, and it was clear that a higher
level of coordination was needed to meet
the needs of the growing system. The
Board of Trustees approved a plan of
reorganization to give individual campuses
stronger leadership and independence.
At the time of the reorganization, a dean
reporting to the president headed the
agricultural functions of the University.
In the reorganization, the entities providing those functions were combined
in recognition of the statewide responsibilities they shared, and in this way,

the Institute of Agriculture was born.
Webster Pendergrass became the first vice
chancellor of Agriculture, reporting to
the chancellor of the Knoxville campus.
Pendergrass oversaw the Agricultural
Experiment Station (now AgResearch),
Agricultural Extension Service (now UT
Extension), and the College of Agriculture
(now the College of Agricultural Sciences
and Natural Resources).
The next two years under Pendergrass’s
leadership saw the Institute grow, as its
statewide impacts expanded. Thenincoming UT President Edward J. Boling
recognized UTIA’s influence, and he
proposed that greater emphasis be placed
on agricultural service programs. At its
June 1968 meeting, the Board of Trustees
approved the transfer of UTIA to the UT
System level, and Pendergrass was named
vice president for Agriculture. From there,
advances were made in establishing new
departments and programs, including the

addition of the UT College of Veterinary
Medicine in 1974.
In a recent letter to Chancellor Tim Cross,
President Emeritus Joe Johnson says he
was “glad to be sitting in the UT Board of
Trustees room . . . when the Ag Institute
proposal was approved. The decision has
proved to be very successful in terms of
stellar academic, research, and outreach
programs of the Ag Institute.”
The strong support UTIA received from
UT leadership at its founding fifty years
ago and now today, UTIA’s special role
in serving the citizens of Tennessee, and
those well beyond its borders, has been
recognized, appreciated, and advanced.
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A JUBILEE YEAR
Watch for a very special issue of Land, Life and Science
this autumn. The magazine will commemorate the
Institute’s fifty years of progress and impacts, as well
as explore how our history connects to our present
mission and plans for the future.
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Morgan Hall as pictured in a 1964 postcard.
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